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Parameterization of a calibrated geothermal energy pile

model

Robert Caulk∗, Ehsan Ghazanfari∗, John S. McCartney∗∗

Abstract

This paper describes the calibration and parameterization of a numerical model

for conductive heat transfer from a group of geothermal energy piles into the soil

surrounding the piles. Calibration was performed using Thermal Response Test

(TRT) data collected from a group of full-scale in-situ geothermal energy piles in

Colorado Springs, CO. The calibration of the three dimensional model incorpo-

rated field data to represent boundary conditions including inlet temperature, at-

mospheric temperature, and subsurface temperatures at different locations within

the pile group. Following calibration, the model was parameterized to understand

the role of heat exchanger configuration with a given energy pile as well as the role

of pile spacing in an energy pile group. Parametric combinations were compared

using heat transfer per unit length of the energy pile (W/m). The results of the

parametric study indicate that heat transfer increases by up to 8% for an even

heat exchanger layout compared to an uneven layout when considering a 15.2 m

long, 0.61 m � energy pile configured with a W-shape heat exchanger. energy
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1 INTRODUCTION

piles. These results also provide useful insight into the cross-sectional tempera-

ture distribution of the aforementioned energy pile configuration. an energy pile.

Energy pile temperature was observed to vary by up to 20% across the core of

the pile during heating for various heat exchanger layouts. This uneven tempera-

ture distribution may have implications on the estimation of in-situ thermal axial

stresses in energy piles. Specifically, using measurements at strain gage locations

may underestimate thermal axial stress during heating.

Keywords: Geothermal Energy, Energy Pile, Numerical Modeling, COMSOL,

Calibration, Thermo-active foundation

1. Introduction1

Indoor climate control accounts for almost 50% of America’s residential en-2

ergy consumption (EIA, 2011). As energy prices rise with increased demand3

and short supply, global communities will need clean renewable alternatives to4

heat/cool residential and commercial buildings. Although ground source heat5

pumps are a well-established energy efficiency technology, their coupling to build-6

ing foundations provides a new way to transfer heat to or from the ground for7

lower installation costs. Heat is transferred by circulating heated or cooled fluid8

through closed-loop heat exchangers embedded in the foundations. In this way,9

geothermal energy piles serve two purposes, first to transfer building loads into10

the subsurface, but also to extract thermal energy from surrounding soils.11

12

Concrete energy piles are a natural fit for geothermal energy. Since concrete13

2



1 INTRODUCTION

foundation piles are generally longer than 6 m (Brandl, 2006), they provide access1

to the constant subsurface temperatures necessary for an efficient ground source2

heat pump (GSHP) system. Another benefit is the reduced heat exchanger instal-3

lation cost compared to traditional vertical borehole heat exchangers. Since the4

installation of foundation piles requires drilling equipment, heat exchangers do5

not require additional installation (drilling) cost. Also, geothermal energy piles6

are easily coupled with solar panels to provide grid-independent climate control.7

Finally, the concrete protects the heat exchangers from damage and restrains po-8

tential ground water pollution (Brandl, 2006).9

10

Geothermal energy piles need to remain operational for the lifespan of the11

building they are supporting. Therefore, tThe initial geothermal energy pile12

design controls the heat transfer and must maximize thermal performance and13

characterize the thermal thermal stresses associated with the thermal soil-structure14

interaction for the lifespan of the foundation (Bourne-Webb et al., 2014). The15

cross-sectional temperature distributions within energy piles not only reflect the16

transient heat transfer characteristics of the geothermal energy pile, but may17

also have an important impact on the in-situ thermal axial stress within the18

energy pile (Murphy and McCartney, 2015). This study seeks to understand19

different aspects of geothermal energy pile behavior using a numerical model cal-20

ibrated with field data. The specific objectives are to understand the role of21

heat exchanger configurations on heat transfer within the pile and on the thermal22

stress calculations. The objective of this study is to employ numerical modeling23

3



1 INTRODUCTION

techniques to better understand the role of construction specifications on the1

thermal and thermo-mechanical performance of energy piles, as well as on their2

cross-sectional temperature distributions. Concrete cover, shank distance, and3

pile spacing contribute to both the amount of heat transferred from an energy4

pile into surrounding soils, as well as the cross-sectional temperature/thermal5

axial stress distribution. In the context of this study, concrete cover was defined6

as the minimum distance between the heat exchanger and the outer edge of the7

concrete pile and shank distance is defined as the width of the downward U loop8

heat exchangers as shown in Fig. 1.9

10

In an attempt to provide insight into geothermal energy pile behavior, the11

present study details the calibration, validation, and parameterization of a model12

followed by a discussion of results and concluding remarks. COMSOL Multi-13

physics software and high-performance computing (HPC) enabled the construc-14

tion of the full-scale three-dimensional finite element model. The model was15

calibrated with respect to an experimental field investigation conducted at the16

United States Air Force Academy (USAFA) in Colorado Springs, CO (Murphy17

et al., 2015). Accordingly, all geometries within the model reflect full-scale, in-situ18

geometries of the experimental energy piles and surrounding soil strata. The full-19

scale model coupled conductive heat transfer and non-isothermal pipe flow physics20

to estimate temperatures at any time/location within the model. Calibration was21

performed by comparing these model temperatures to field temperatures. Follow-22

ing calibration, the model was parameterized to understand the roles of concrete23

4



2 BACKGROUND

cover, shank distance (defined as the downwards U loop Fig. 1), and pile spac-1

ing on heat transfer from energy piles into surrounding soils. The heat transfer2

performance of the energy pile group was evaluated and relationships between3

construction specifications and performance were quantified. These relationships4

verified the model and enabled the investigation of the cross-sectional temper-5

ature distribution within the energy pile. These results were used to examine6

the implications of strain gage location on in-situ thermal axial stress estimation.7

In summary, this study exhibits the variation of energy pile performance with8

respect to construction specifications and the evolution of cross-sectional temper-9

ature distribution. which is key to the improvement of geothermal energy piles.10

Additionally, the study demonstrates the strength and flexibility of the finite el-11

ement based model and the capabilities of COMSOL coupled with HPC.12

13

2. Background14

Evaluating heat transfer between geothermal energy piles and surrounding15

soils remains a key area of research numerically [Gao et al. (2008);Wood et al.16

(2009);Suryatriyastuti et al. (2012);Park et al. (2013);Abdelaziz et al. (2014);17

Gashti et al. (2014);Wang et al. (2014);Jalaluddin and Miyara (2014);Ozudogru18

et al. (2014)] and in the field [Laloui et al. (2006); Hamada et al. (2007); Bourne-19

Webb et al. (2009);Loveridge and Powrie (2012);Olgun et al. (2012);Murphy et al.20

(2015) ;McCartney et al. (2015); Abdelaziz et al. (2015)]. Field experiments per-21

formed by Hamada et al. (2007) and Gao et al. (2008) were designed to evaluate22
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2 BACKGROUND

the most efficient heat exchanger layout within energy piles. With respect to1

thermo-mechanical processes, Bourne-Webb et al. (2009) used an experimental2

pile embedded in London Clay to investigate energy pile behavior during cyclic3

heating. More recently, Murphy et al. (2015) and Murphy and McCartney (2015)4

detailed the thermo-mechanical response of in-situ energy piles in different soil5

profiles. The interest in energy pile behavior has motivated the development of6

energy pile design guidelines.7

8

A state of practice paper by Bourne-Webb et al. (2014) emphasized the current9

need for advanced finite element models in addition to field studies to improve10

existing design guidelines for geothermal energy piles. Existing energy pile design11

guidelines are contained within GSHPA (2012), however these guidelines focus on12

sizing and installation “best practices”. In an attempt to move towards energy13

pile design guidelines that incorporate the thermally influenced pile-soil interface,14

Mimouni and Laloui (2014) conducted a combined numerical-experimental study.15

The study demonstrated the dynamic loading, expansion/contraction, and asso-16

ciated friction mobilization inherent to energy piles. Another key numerical study17

relating to the design of energy piles was performed by Cecinato and Loveridge18

(2015). The study investigated the influences of design parameters on energy pile19

efficiency using an analytically-validated numerical model and parametric statis-20

tical methods. These methods enabled the quantified contribution of several key21

design parameters including pile length, number of heat exchangers, and concrete22

cover. Cecinato and Loveridge (2015) expressed the importance of increasing the23

6



2 BACKGROUND

number of heat exchanger tubes to maximize efficiency. Different from the study1

of Cecinato and Loveridge (2015), this study incorporates full soil and foundation2

material calibration with the investigation of the role of design parameters on3

the cross-sectional temperature distribution for energy piles with W-shaped heat4

exchanger layouts.5

6

Several other studies have focused on numerically and analytically modeling7

heat exchangers embedded within grout and concrete foundation piles. Abdelaziz8

et al. (2014) used a multilayer finite line source model of an energy pile to ad-9

dress ground stratification and thermally induced moisture migration. The study10

stressed the importance of incorporating multiple soil layers into any energy pile11

model. Ozudogru et al. (2014) validated a three dimensional COMSOL model12

with a finite line source analytical model and concluded that this methodology13

can successfully simulate the operation of heat exchangers embedded within soil.14

Gashti et al. (2014) investigated thermal regimes within steel energy piles using15

a three dimensional numerical analysis in COMSOL. The study yielded insight16

into the performance of U-tube configurations (1 vs 2 U-tubes) and a range of17

flow rates, however the main conclusion was that the thermal behavior within18

energy piles is inherently complex and requires three dimensional analysis (i.e.19

the assumption of a constant temperature along the length of an energy pile is20

insufficient to fully understand energy pile behavior). Another numerical study21

conducted by Kaltreider et al. (2015) investigated the design parameters of an22

energy foundation using a three dimensional numerical approach coupled with23

7



2 BACKGROUND

an experimental validation. The study focused on a U-shaped heat exchanger1

and concluded that flow rate, soil properties, and foundation depth contribute2

significantly to the heat flux from the floor slab to the building. Collectively, the3

aforementioned experiments and numerical/analytical investigations demonstrate4

the existing interest in heat exchanger layouts and the demand for a better un-5

derstanding of the relationships between construction specifications and energy6

pile behavior/performance.7

8

Many of the past and current energy pile field studies investigated the de-9

velopment of thermal axial strain and associated stresses within field piles using10

strain gages embedded within the piles (e.g. Murphy et al. (2015)). Murphy and11

McCartney (2015) observed that there may be issues in calculating the thermal12

axial stress in energy piles from strain gage measurements due to nonhomoge-13

nous cross-sectional temperatures within the energy piles. Specifically the strain14

within an energy pile is likely governed by the average cross-sectional tempera-15

ture; however, the gage temperature may be up to 4oC different than the average16

cross-sectional temperature (Loveridge and Powrie, 2013, Murphy and McCart-17

ney, 2015). Because the equation of the thermal axial stress requires knowledge18

of the change in average temperature of the pile (Murphy et al., 2015), this obser-19

vation implies that using the temperature measured at a point to characterize the20

thermal axial stress may lead to errors in the stress calculation. This source of21

error was identified by Murphy and McCartney (2015), where the thermal axial22

strains during foundation heating were slightly greater than the free expansion23

8



3 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

thermal axial strains calculated using the temperature at a point. This means1

that the calculated thermal axial stress would be in tension, which does not make2

sense physically. Accordingly, a better understanding of temperature distribution3

may improve estimates of the changes in thermal axial stress in energy piles.4

5

3. Governing equations6

The use of the commercial COMSOL Multi-physics finite element software7

package enabled the three dimensional modeling of coupled interactions between8

heat exchangers embedded within concrete energy piles and stratified soils. Non-9

isothermal pipe flow and basic conductive heat transfer physics interacted within10

these three distinct domains (heat exchangers, concrete energy pile, soil). Several11

key parameters were accounted for to approximate the differential equations pre-12

sented below (Ghasemi-Fare and Basu, 2013). Thermal conductivity, k, specific13

heat capacity, Cp, and density, ρ, of the soils, concrete piles, and embedded heat14

exchangers contributed to the rate and amount of heat transferred within the sys-15

tem. Heat transfer within the concrete energy pile and the surrounding soils was16

computed using the aforementioned material properties with the conservation of17

energy equation, assuming no internal heat generation:18

ρCp
∂T

∂t
= ∇ · (k∇T ), (1)

where ρ is density [kg/m3] and Cp is heat capacity at constant pressure [J/(kg ∗19

K)]. The right-hand side of the equation is the net rate of heat conduction into20

9



3 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

the material; k is the thermal conductivity [W/(mK)] and T is the temperature1

of the material [K].2

3

Equivalent (ρCp)e and ke values were used with Eq. 1 to compute heat transfer4

through porous media (Darcy porous medium):5

(ρCp)e = θpρpCp + (1− θp)ρsoilCp, (2)

ke = θpρp + (1− θp)ksoil, (3)

where (ρCp)e and ke are the overall heat capacity and thermal conductivity per6

unit volume. The density and thermal conductivity of the pore fluid (in this case7

air) represented by ρp and kp. Thus, (1− θp) is the ratio of the area occupied by8

the solids to the total cross-sectional area of the soil.9

10

In order to model the multi-physics problem presented by the energy piles, heat11

exchanger fluid flow must be incorporated (Gashti et al., 2014). The study pre-12

sented here used one-dimensional pipe elements to represent the heat exchangers.13

This simplified pipe flow approximation was accomplished using the conservation14

of momentum and continuity equations (Barnard et al., 1966):15

ρ
∂u

∂t
= −∇tp · et −

1

2
fd
ρ

dh
|u|u, (4)

10



3 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

∂Aρ

∂t
+ ∇t · (Aρuet) = 0, (5)

where p is the pressure in the heat exchanger [N/m2], et is the tangential unit1

vector along the edge of the pipe, fd is the darcy friction factor, ρ is the density2

of the fluid [kg/m3], dh is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe [m], and u is the3

velocity of the pipe flow [m/s], and A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe [m2].4

5

Heat transfer within the heat exchangers was computed using the conservation6

of energy for incompressible fluids within a pipe:7

ρACpuet ·∇tT = ∇t · (Ak∇tT ) +
1

2
fd
ρ

dh
|u|u2 +Qwall, (6)

where T is the temperature of the entire pipe cross section [K].8

9

Finally, Qwall within Eq. 6 accounts for the heat exchange through the HDPE10

tube with the concrete [W/m]:11

Qwall = heff (Text − T ), (7)

heff =
2π

1
r0hint

+ 1
r1hext

+
ln(

r1
r0

)

kHDPE

, (8)

where Text is the exterior temperature [K], r0 is the inner radius of the heat12

exchanger tube [m], r1 is the outer radius of the tube wall [m], kHDPE is the13

11



4 SUMMARY OF TEST SITE

thermal conductivity of the HDPE heat exchanger tube, and hint and hext are1

the film heat transfer coefficients determined by the Nusselt number of the flow2

(which depends on the Reynolds number, Prandtl number, and fd ).3

4

Parametric combinations were compared by quantifying heat rejected (heat5

transferred) (W/m) (Eq. 9). This quantification of performance encourages a6

practical understanding of the parameter-operation relationship.7

Qrejected = cwρwqin
(Tinlet − Toutlet)

Lpile

, (9)

where cw is the specific heat capacity of the working fluid [J/(kg ∗K)], ρw is8

the density of the working fluid [kg/m3], qin is the flow rate [m3/s], and Lpile is9

the length of the energy pile [m].10

4. Summary of test site11

The calibration of the model was performed using temperature data collected12

by (Murphy et al., 2015) from a group of eight energy piles installed beneath an13

unfinished and atmosphere-exposed 1-story building on the USAFA campus in14

Colorado Springs, CO (Fig. 2). Specifically, the spatial and temporal variations15

in foundation and subsurface temperatures were used to calibrate the conductive16

heat transfer model implemented in COMSOL and presented in this paper. Four17

of the eight installed foundation piles were modeled during this study. Together,18

the four cylindrical energy piles were connected in parallel to the heat pump19

and were equipped with replicate configurations - diameters of 0.61 m (meters),20

12



4 SUMMARY OF TEST SITE

lengths of 15.2 m, and W-shaped heat exchangers (Fig. 3b). The inlet and outlet1

heat exchange ports were placed 90o apart and the heat exchangers were attached2

to the inside of the rebar cage - approximately 0.46 m in diameter. These heat3

exchangers were 19 mm diameter HDPE tubes with 3 mm wall thicknesses. As-4

built energy piles included strain gauges attached to the inside of the rebar cage5

(Fig. 4a) embedded instrumentation to infer the change in temperature and ther-6

mal axial strain at several depths. Further, the soil surrounding the energy piles7

included an array of thermistors at different depths and radial locations. These8

thermistors had a precision of 0.1oC and were used to infer the heat transfer away9

from the energy piles. Another important site characteristic was the level of satu-10

ration of the subsurface. The water table was not observed during the installation11

of the piles and prior field investigations indicated that the water table was at12

least 70 m below the surface. Additionally, during the period of the heating test13

there were no significant rainstorms, so the soil conditions were considered unsat-14

urated for this study. A layout of the energy pile group supporting the 1-story15

building, as well as the surrounding array of observational equipment is shown in16

Fig. 2b.17

18

Foundations 1-4 were evaluated during a Thermal Response Test (TRT) car-19

ried out during the summer of 2013. During the two-stage TRT, the heat pump20

supplied constant power to the circulating fluid for 500 hours after which the flow21

was stopped while sensors monitored the ground response for an additional 1,20022

hours. In an attempt to observe the reaction of the piles and surrounding soils,23

13



5 MODEL DETAILS

the network of strain and temperature monitors collected data at five-minute1

intervals for the total duration 1,700 hours. Murphy et al. (2015) used these2

observations experimentally to characterize thermo-mechanical response within3

the energy piles. The current study used the field-collected data to construct,4

calibrate, and validate a numerical model. Following calibration/validation, the5

model was used to gain insight into energy pile behavior with respect to construc-6

tion specifications (concrete cover, shank distance, pile spacing).7

8

5. Model details9

COMSOL model geometry (Fig. 3a) matches the experimental group of piles10

shown in Fig. 2 and described in Sec. 4. The soil block surrounding the piles11

measured 40 m x 21 m x 22.5 mm and ensured 15 m between the pile and any12

subsurface boundary conditions, thus avoiding unnecessary boundary condition13

interaction.14

15

The model geometry was constructed within COMSOL software. COMSOL16

encourages parameterization by allowing the user to build geometry based on17

variables (e.g. concrete cover, shank distance, pile diameter, pile length, etc.). In18

this way, multiple simulations can be run for a specific variable.19

14



7 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

6. Material Properties1

Material properties were assigned to their respective domains to simulate re-2

ality as closely as possible. Properties of the stratified soil block, concrete piles,3

HDPE heat exchanger tubes, glycol-water working fluid, and atmospheric air are4

detailed in Table 1. Material densities reported by Murphy et al. (2015) were5

assigned to respective materials within the model, while remaining properties re-6

quired for the heat transfer model were adjusted during calibration, as detailed in7

Section 9. These properties included thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity,8

and porosity.9

7. Boundary conditions10

All boundary conditions were imposed on the model using data collected from11

the field experiment detailed by Murphy et al. (2015). These observation based12

boundary conditions were applied as variable interpolation functions.13

14

Atmospheric temperature observations (Fig. 5) were applied to the top surface15

of the model (Fig. 3a) with a transient Dirichlet temperature boundary condition.16

In an attempt to mimic reality, a thin layer of insulating air (50 mm) was used17

as a buffer between the temperature boundary condition and the soil/concrete18

slab. This buffer was modeled as purely conductive heat transfer associated with19

the lower density, lower thermal conductivity, and higher heat capacity of air20

compared to the subsurface (Table 1). This more accurately reflected reality and21

avoided error resulting from direct application of atmospheric temperature to soil22

15



8 CONVERGENCE STUDY

surface .1

2

Subsurface temperature gradient measurements were applied as the initial con-3

dition and boundary conditions to the boundaries of the soil block with a variable4

(with depth) Dirichlet temperature boundary condition. Two additional Dirichlet5

boundary conditions were applied to the inlet of the heat exchanger tubes: tran-6

sient flow and temperature. The flow conditions within the heat exchangers were7

variable with time to simulate the two-stage TRT. First the flow was 106 ml/s8

for the 500 hours, followed by 1,200 hours of 0 ml/s. Inlet temperatures collected9

from the field (Fig. 6) were directly applied to the boundary condition within10

the model. Additionally, the inlet temperatures for each of the four foundations11

varied by less than 0.5 oC. This consistency allowed the study to incorporate a12

symmetric boundary condition.13

14

Finally, an adiabatic symmetric boundary condition was used to model only15

two of the four piles active during the TRT (Fig. 3b). The adiabatic boundary16

condition decreased the computational cost and resulted in a higher density mesh.17

18

8. Convergence study19

Careful attention was paid to building the equilateral triangular finite-element20

mesh for the numerical USAFA energy pile model. The distribution of elements21

was optimized using a convergence study that ensured a sufficient level of accuracy22

16



8 CONVERGENCE STUDY

while minimizing computational time and resources. The global domain encom-1

passing the 19,000 m3 stratified soil block, two 15.2 m long x 0.61 m diameter2

concrete energy piles, a 50 mm thick concrete slab, and a 50 mm-thick layer of air3

was partitioned into four respective subdomains. A convergence study was first4

performed on the concrete pile subdomain. Maximum pile temperature was se-5

lected as the characteristic output parameter. It was clear that these piles required6

a high density of elements to closely approximate temperature distribution. Mini-7

mum element size, growth rate, and resolution were manipulated until the output8

parameter reached ∆Tmax < 0.1oC (corresponding to a 0.33% change in oC) be-9

tween mesh refinement steps. Final pile domain element size was ≈0.04-0.07 m10

depending on the heat exchanger geometry. Following the conclusion of the con-11

crete pile mesh refinement, the soil block mesh was studied. Again, maximum12

soil block temperature was used as the characteristic output parameter. Element13

growth rate and minimum element size were manipulated until the output pa-14

rameter reached ∆Tmax < 0.1oC. Final soil block domain element sizes ranged15

from 0.07 m near the piles to 0.8 m near the boundaries of the model. Lastly, the16

air and concrete slab domains were not considered during the mesh refinement17

study, because the purpose of these domains was strictly for insulation. There-18

fore, these meshes were reduced to the minimum number of elements necessary to19

achieve the observed insulating characteristics during the calibration phase. The20

associated element sizes for these domains correspond to the largest equilateral21

triangle allowed within the domain - 0.058 m. The final average equilateral ele-22

ment quality (measure for how equilateral the elements are, 0-1.0) for the global23

17



9 CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION

domain was 0.81 for ≈ 600, 000 elements, which ensured that the elements were1

distributed in a way that captured the heat transfer in the most efficient manner2

possible without sacrificing solution accuracy. The refined mesh is shown in Fig.3

7.4

9. Calibration and validation5

The calibration process attempted to match model output to field observa-6

tions by adjusting thermal conductivities, heat capacities, and soil porosities.7

The field investigation did not thoroughly characterize thermal conductivity and8

heat capacity versus depth; thermal conductivity and heat capacity values were9

obtained from point measurements on split-spoon soil samples extracted during10

site investigation using a dual-needle thermal probe. These specimens were likely11

slightly disturbed due to the mode of sampling (standard penetration testing), so12

they may not represent the actual thermal properties in-situ. Accordingly, these13

thermal properties were used as a baseline guess during the calibration process,14

then were varied in a controlled manner with depth to match the observed heat15

exchanger fluid and ground temperatures in the thermal response test. This cali-16

bration approach was used to both capture trends in the observed data, but also17

to refine the properties of the soil stratigraphy to match the observed changes in18

ground temperature with depth during the thermal response test. The porosities19

of the soil in the field were not measured, but typical values for a dense sandstone20

were selected for use in the models.21

22

18



9 CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION

The preliminary calibration of the model was detailed in Caulk et al. (2014)1

and the final calibration presented here yields a model with improved accuracy.2

The improved accuracy was due primarily to the improved mesh (described in3

Section 8) and further discretization of soil porosities. The method used for cal-4

ibration was straightforward. First, the soil heat transfer properties were set to5

field collected values. Heat exchanger outlet fluid temperatures were then com-6

pared to field outlet temperatures. Since these values matched well (Fig. 6),7

nearby in-situ borehole and foundation temperatures were used to adjust soil8

heat transfer properties. These field data were stamped with time and location9

(x,y,z) and were collected at five minute intervals for a duration of 1,700 hours (7110

days) (exact locations are shown in Fig. 2). First, for 500 hrs of active energy pile11

heat rejection q=106 ml/s, followed by 1,200 hrs of cooling observation q=0 ml/s.12

Calibration was performed by comparing model output to in-situ temperatures13

during active heat rejection (time=214 and 500 hours) and adjusting soil heat14

transfer properties accordingly. Finally, validation was performed by comparing15

model output to in-situ temperatures following cooling (time=1,700 hours).16

17

Field data along the length of Foundation 4, Borehole 4 (BH4), and Borehole18

6 (BH6) were compared to temperature data output by the COMSOL model as19

shown in Fig. 8. BH4 & BH6 were selected due to diversity of distance from20

Foundation 4 and coverage/no coverage by concrete slab. exposure/non-exposure21

to atmospheric conditions. BH4 represents several depths of observation beneath22

the concrete slab close to Foundation 4 (1.22m), while BH6 represents several23

19



9 CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION

depths of observation exposed to atmospheric conditions and further from Foun-1

dation 4 (2.44m). Initial observations of field data and model output align with2

expectations - the less distant and covered BH4 is more greatly affected by the3

active energy piles within the highly conductive sandstone layer (2-12 m), while4

the distant and uncovered BH6 was more greatly affected by the atmospheric5

temperature within the shallow sandy fill (1-2 m)(Fig. 8).6

7

The comparison of field data to model output at the aforementioned locations8

dictated the calibration of thermal conductivities, heat capacities, and porosities9

of individual soil layers. Although there are many combinations of the afore-10

mentioned parameters that might result in the same amount of heat transferred11

(Wagner et al., 2012), this study minimized the number of possible combinations12

by limiting the available thermal conductivity parameter options to a small range13

around those reported by Murphy et al. (2015). Heat capacity and porosity These14

values were adjusted more significantly to minimize the differences between the15

model temperature output and the field temperature observations. Even so, the16

final calibrated heat capacity and porosity values match those associated with17

the respective materials. Finally, soil and rock densities were not altered from18

those reported by Murphy et al. (2015). Once the heat transfer properties were19

set, model output was compared to field measurements for validation purposes.20

Final calibrated properties agree with values published in Murphy et al. (2015)21

(see Table 1) and generally accepted heat capacity (Eppelbaum et al., 2014) and22

porosity values for sandy soil and sandstone rock.23

20



10 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1

The final calibrated and validated model results are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig.2

9. The calibrated model matched the field collected data well; the RMSE for3

Foundation 4, BH4, and BH6 were 0.97, 0.67, and 0.82 oC, respectively. Model4

output error was calculated between the model predicted and measured temper-5

atures as follows (see Tables 2, 3, and 4):6

error = abs(((measured− predicted)/measured))X100% (10)

Greater error was observed at the shallow depths of 0.6-1.8 m and the long7

duration of 1700 hours. These higher errors at shallow depths may be a result8

of surface phenomena that was not accounted for within this model (e.g. rain,9

wind, solar radiation). In comparison, BH4 remained protected by a concrete10

slab throughout the duration of the experiment and exhibited higher accuracy11

temperature predictions after 500 hrs at the surface compared to BH6, which was12

exposed to the atmosphere for the duration of the TRT. Error associated with13

the validated long duration of 1,700 hours can be attributed to model propagated14

error.15

16

10. Results and discussion17

10.1. Effects of concrete cover and shank distance18

Concrete cover and shank distance are both construction specifications that19

affect the performance of an energy pile (Caulk and Ghazanfari, 2015). Concrete20
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10 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

cover is defined as the minimum distance between the heat exchanger tube and1

the outer edge of the concrete pile (Fig. 1). This construction/design specifica-2

tion is generally controlled by the necessity to protect reinforcing steel, provide3

thermal insulation, and maintain stresses. Energy pile design should consider4

concrete cover as an important piece of the design since heat exchangers are fixed5

to the inside of the reinforcing steel cage.6

7

Similar to concrete cover, shank distance is a construction specification that8

is easily modified. Shank distance describes the width of the downwards U of9

a heat exchanger as shown in Figures 1 and 4. These simple specifications can10

impact the performance of an energy pile. Therefore, this study used a calibrated11

numerical model of a group of energy piles to investigate the impact of concrete12

cover and shank distance on energy pile performance.13

14

It would be expected that these specifications are optimized upon even dis-15

tribution throughout the pile (i.e. the tubes are equidistant from their direct16

neighbors)(Fig. 4). Even heat exchanger distribution yields an evenly heated pile17

cross-section which leads to the maximum energy pile performance (Eq. 9). This18

study attempted to verify this assumption numerically, and quantify the perfor-19

mance increase/decrease with respect to concrete cover and shank distance.20

21

The model was simulated for 500 hours and was constrained by the same inlet22

fluid temperatures and subsurface temperature gradients as the TRT. boundary23

22



10 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

conditions as described in Sec. 7 and Sec. 9. Simulations were performed for a1

range of concrete covers (0.04-0.145 m) and shank distances (0.10-0.45 m). The2

final ∆T (500hrs) was used with Eq. 9 to determine the quantity of heat rejected3

for each parameter combination as shown in Fig. 10.4

5

Concrete cover plays an important role in total heat rejected. For a shank6

distance of 0.35 m, an increase of concrete cover from 0.04 to 0.11 m yielded a7

9.7 % decrease in heat rejected. These results confirm findings in the literature8

(Cecinato and Loveridge, 2015, Caulk and Ghazanfari, 2015); as concrete cover9

is increased, heat rejected is decreased. Shank distance also contributes to final10

energy pile performance. For a concrete cover of 0.04 m, shank distance increased11

pile heat rejected by 8.3 % (0.1-0.325 m shank distance, where 0.325 m corre-12

sponds to an even heat exchanger layout). However, beyond the shank distance13

associated with even heat exchanger layout, the amount of heat rejected decreased14

due to the redevelopment of an uneven heat exchanger layout.15

16

These results verify the model by proving its sensitivity to small changes17

in cross-sectional heat exchanger configuration. Evenly spaced heat exchangers18

yielded the best energy pile performance due to an evenly heated cross-section19

(Fig. 10), while even small changes to heat exchanger layout reduced the energy20

pile performance due to an unevenly heated cross-section. This model verification21

enabled the investigation of cross-sectional temperature distribution and its role22

in the approximation of thermal axial stresses.23
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1

10.2. Cross-sectional temperature distribution2

The cross-sectional temperature distribution of an energy pile plays a key role3

in thermal axial stress estimation via strain/temperature gages. The approxima-4

tion of in-situ thermal axial stress relies on the temperature and strain at the5

location of the gage as follows:6

σT = E(εT − αc∆T ), (11)

where σT is the thermal stress [MPa] as a function of Young’s modulus (E) [MPa],7

thermal strain (εT ), coefficient of linear expansion of concrete (αc) [µε/oC], and8

temperature (∆T ) [oC]. Positive σT and εT values indicate compression as a re-9

sult of heating expansion, which means αc must be defined as a negative value to10

accommodate for positive ∆T values during heating.11

12

Thermal strains (εT ) reported by Murphy et al. (2015) were computed using13

the difference between the fluctuating thermal strain caused by the restrained14

thermal expansion or contraction of the concrete (εi) and the initial strain due15

to the building load (ε0). Thermal axial stresses were then calculated using Eq.16

11, which relies on εT and ∆T at the point of the gage. Murphy et al. (2015)17

extended the study by plotting the thermal axial strain as a function of ∆T and18

depth. The slopes of these data were considered the evaluating the thermal axial19

strain as a function of ∆T at several depths, which enabled the estimation of20
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10 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

a mobilized coefficients of thermal expansion, αmob [µε/oC] with depth. Since1

αmob is a function of ∆T and depth, the study presented in this paper estimated2

theoretical thermal axial stresses using the following equation:3

σT,theo = E((αconc,free − αmob)∆T ) (12)

where σT,theo is the theoretically determined thermal axial stress [MPa] and αfree4

is the coefficient of free expansion for reinforced concrete [µε/oC], -12 µε/oC.5

6

Since the cross-sectional temperature distribution can vary by up to 4oC7

(Loveridge and Powrie, 2013), εT and ∆T at the location of the gage may con-8

tribute to an under/overestimated thermal stress. Therefore, this study used a9

calibrated model of a group of energy piles to demonstrate the evolution of cross-10

sectional temperature and stress distribution. For this analysis, the model was11

simulated for 500 hours and was constrained by the same inlet fluid tempera-12

tures and subsurface temperature gradients as the TRT. boundary conditions as13

described in Sec. 7 and Sec. 9. The model was probed for Probes were used14

to extract cross-sectional temperatures within the model (Fig. 4). Time and15

location stamped temperatures were then post-processed to compute theoretical16

cross-sectional thermal stresses (Eq. 12).17

18

Fig. 11 shows the evolution of cross-sectional temperature/thermal axial stress19

distribution with time for an even heat exchanger layout (Fig. 4a) at 7.6m depth.20

At 10 hours, the distribution was relatively even, but by 250 hours the core of21
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10 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

the pile stabilized to 4oC above the strain gage. The corresponding thermal axial1

stress difference between the core and the strain gage stabilized to 0.88 MPa after2

250 hours. This difference corresponds to a thermal axial stress increase of 20%3

between the strain gage and the core for the duration of the TRT.4

5

The temperature distribution with respect to the primary and secondary cross-6

sections (Fig. 4a) varied depending on the shank distance and concrete cover. As7

expected, the evenly distributed heat exchangers (Fig. 4a) yielded the most evenly8

distributed temperature/thermal axial stress; cross-sectional temperatures and9

stresses varied by ≈ 0.3oC and 0.06 MPa (Fig. 11) around the perimeter, respec-10

tively. Conversely, the extreme shank distances of 0.1 m and 0.45 m (Fig. 4b&c)11

yielded the least evenly distributed temperature/thermal stress; cross-sectional12

temperatures and stresses varied by ≈ 8oC and 1.71 MPa around the perimeter13

(Fig. 12a and 12b). Furthermore, these extreme combinations also exhibited14

thermal axial stress differences of ≈ 1.15 MPa between the strain gage and the15

core.16

17

These results also shed light on energy pile performance. The energy pile18

performance corresponding to the parameter combinations used to build Figures19

11, 12a, and 12b are shown in Fig. 10. The uneven temperature distributions20

of Fig. 12a & 12b correspond to a decrease of heat rejected by ≈ 8%. Conclu-21

sively, the evenly spaced heat exchanger layout corresponds to higher energy pile22

performance.23
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10.3. Effect of pile spacing1

Pile spacing may be dictated by structural design, geotechnical investigations,2

or foundation design. Therefore, this design specification may not be as simple3

to manipulate as concrete cover or shank distance. However, this study used the4

calibrated/validated model to quantify the relationship between pile spacing and5

energy pile performance. Results from this exercise were used to support findings6

in the literature and further verify the model.7

8

The model was simulated for 500 hours and was constrained by the same9

boundary conditions as described in Sec. 7 and Sec. 9. Simulations were per-10

formed for a range of pile spacings (0.5-16 m). For each value of pile spacing,11

the soil block was adjusted to maintain the same distance between the pile and12

the boundary conditions. This boundary adjustment isolated the pile spacing13

as the only parameter that contributed to changes of heat rejected. The final14

∆T (500hrs) was used with Eq. 9 to determine the performance of each pile spac-15

ing.16

17

Fig. 13 exhibits the performance of the energy piles with respect to pile spac-18

ing. As expected, the heat rejected increases with increased pile spacing. An19

increase of 4 m (1-5 m) increased heat rejected by 21.7%. As the pile spacing20

increases, the thermal gradient between the pile and surrounding soils remains21

greater for a longer period of time, resulting in more heat rejected. Conversely,22

the thermal gradient decreases as the piles approach one another. This decreased23
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thermal gradient is due to the heated soil nearby the neighboring pile resulting1

in a lower thermal gradient, lower heat rejected, and lower pile performance.2

3

These results further verify the model and support findings from the litera-4

ture. Morino and Oka (1994) used a validated numerical model to investigate the5

temperature distribution surrounding a 20 m long, 40 cm � steel pile after 4806

hours of active heat adsorption. The study concluded that the soil temperature7

remained undisturbed 3 m from the energy pile. Although pile geometry, fluid8

temperatures, and initial conditions could affect any study comparison, Fig. 139

shows that performance plateaus for two piles spaced ≈6 m, which supports the10

results within Morino and Oka (1994).11

12

11. Conclusions13

The calibration, validation, and parameterization of a full-scale geothermal14

energy pile model was performed using advanced finite element analysis software15

and HPC. Final results from the parametric study verified the model and pro-16

vided insight into the relationship between model parameters and energy pile17

performance. The validated model was also used to analyze the evolution of the18

cross-sectional temperature/thermal stress.19

20

Full calibration of the three-dimensional model required detailed boundary21

conditions, discretized soil layers, and extensive field data. All boundary condi-22
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tions were variable with time or space, and were imported directly from the field1

data (atmospheric temperatures, subsurface temperature gradients, inlet temper-2

atures, etc.) Several layers of soil were used to calibrate the model output to the3

field data. Each soil layer was identified by several unique material properties,4

namely, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and porosity. These properties were5

carefully calibrated using time series temperature data at nine depths within the6

concrete energy pile and six depths within the surrounding soils.7

8

The amount of heat rejected from an energy pile into surrounding soils with9

respect to geometrical parameters was quantified by model parameterization. En-10

ergy pile performance was evaluated as a function of concrete cover, shank dis-11

tance, and pile spacing. This parametric sweep verified the original assumption12

that the optimal heat exchanger configuration (combination of concrete cover and13

shank distance) is the configuration that maintains equal distances between heat14

exchanger pipes (in cross-section view). Additionally, this parametric sweep quan-15

tified the loss of performance as pipes become less evenly distributed. A change of16

heat exchanger configuration can alter performance by up to 8% when considering17

a 15.2 m long, 0.61 m �energy pile configured with a W-shape heat exchanger.18

Furthermore, the parametric sweep verified the sensitivity of the model to cross-19

sectional temperature distributions.20

21

Upon validation of the model, the evolution of the cross-sectional tempera-22

ture/thermal axial stress distribution during a heating cycle was investigated. The23
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result of this investigation demonstrated the under/over estimation of thermal1

axial stress reported by field experiments. In particular, the USAFA experiment2

used to calibrate the model was reliant on embedded strain gages to compute3

thermal stress. These strain gages were attached to the reinforcing cage at the4

perimeter of each pile. This study showed that the thermal stress computed at5

the perimeter of the pile versus the core may vary by up to 1.71 MPa. Further-6

more, the heat exchanger layout has a significant impact on temperature/stress7

distribution. For certain combinations of concrete cover and shank distance, the8

stress varied by up to 1.15 MPa at different locations around the perimeter of the9

pile. These results draw several conclusions about the approximation of temper-10

ature/thermal axial stress distribution within piles:11

1. Cross-sectional thermal axial stress within energy piles is not constant. Dur-12

ing heating, the thermal axial stress may be as much as 20% greater at the13

core of the pile than the reinforcing cage. This should be considered for14

stress analyses on in-situ energy piles.15

2. Evenly distributed heat exchangers distribute temperature and thermal ax-16

ial stress evenly around the perimeter of the pile, while uneven heat ex-17

changer layouts exhibit extreme temperature/thermal axial stress variance18

across the core and around the perimeter of the pile.19

3. The performance of an energy pile depends strongly on its cross sectional20

temperature distribution. This study demonstrated that even heat ex-21

changer layouts correspond to even cross-sectional temperature distribu-22

tions, which correspond to higher energy pile performance.23
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The research presented here demonstrates the need for energy pile stress and1

performance design standards. Results indicate that priority should be set on2

an even heat exchanger layout and lower concrete cover to mitigate axial stress3

mobilization and increased heat transfer, respectively. Further, in-situ tempera-4

ture and strain measurements may vary by up to 20% depending on where within5

the pile cross section they are measured. Future in-situ energy pile experiments6

should be aware of this variation, while historical in-situ stress studies should be7

cited with this variation in mind.8

9
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Image and sketch showing heat exchanger pipes embedded in concrete energy piles
with geometry details relevant to thermal performance
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FIGURES

a)

b)

Figure 2: USAFA experimental pile group a) construction picture b) plan view

(Murphy et al., 2015)
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a)

b)

Figure 3: COMSOL model geometry a) Full model b) close up of Foundation 4
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FIGURES

Figure 4: Shank distance parameterization and probe locations
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FIGURES

Figure 5: Known atmospheric temperature boundary condition applied to the model during the
duration of the thermal response test
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FIGURES

Figure 6: Heat exchanger inlet temperature applied as the boundary condition to the model
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FIGURES

a)

b) c)

Figure 7: Refined COMSOL model mesh a) full view b) close up showing pile and element
growth c) 1D heat exchanger elements
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FIGURES

a)

b)

Figure 8: Calibrated model comparison for a) Borehole 6 and b) Borehole 4
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FIGURES

Figure 9: Calibrated model temperature comparison (at strain gauge location) for length of
Foundation 4 during heating (214 hours) at the end of heating (500 hours) and at the end of
cooling observation (1700 hours)
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FIGURES

Figure 10: Energy pile heat transfer as a function of shank distance and concrete cover
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FIGURES

Figure 11: Temperature and thermal axial stress distribution for pile cross section at 7.6 m
depth and even heat exchanger distribution
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FIGURES

a)

b)

Figure 12: Temperature and thermal axial stress distribution for pile cross section at 7.6 m
depth and uneven heat exchanger layouts - shank distances of a) 0.10 m and b) 0.45 m (uneven
heat exchanger distributions)
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FIGURES

Figure 13: Pile performance as a function of pile spacing
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TABLES

Table 1: Calibrated material properties of COMSOL model

Property
Material Thermal

Conductivity
[W/(m ∗K)]

Specific Heat
Capacity
[J/(kg ∗K)]

Density
[kg/m3]

Porosity

Sandy Fill (0-1 m) 1.1 860 1875 0.2
Dense Sand (1-2 m) 0.75 935 1957 0.15
Sandstone (2-12.5 m) 1.7 900 2200 0.1
Dense Sandstone

1.8 910 2300 0.05
(12.5-22.5 m)
Concrete 1.4 960 2400 -
Glycol/water 0.58 3267 1.008 -
Air 0.023 1010 1.2 -
HDPE
(19mm � 3mm thk)

0.48 - - -
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TABLES

Table 2: Foundation 4 model error with respect to field measurements for calibration and
validation (three time periods and eight depths)

%Error Depth (m) Average
Foundation 4 0.8 2.6 5.9 7.6 9.1 10.9 12.9 14.6

Time 214 (calib.) 3.8 0.33 3.75 4.57 0.30 0.95 0.87 3.04 2.20
(hours) 500 (calib.) 0.85 1.52 1.19 1.98 2.28 1.12 1.43 1.20 1.45

1,700 (valid.) 20.62 8.58 1.89 3.02 3.58 4.81 4.65 3.46 6.32
Average 8.43 3.48 2.28 3.19 2.06 2.30 2.32 2.57
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TABLES

Table 3: Borehole 4 model error with respect to field measurements for calibration and validation
(three time periods and six depths)

%Error Depth (m) Average
BH 4 0.6 1.8 3.7 7.3 9.8 14.6

Time 214 (calib.) 3.15 2.97 1.81 2.83 0.02 7.15 2.99
(hours) 500 (calib.) 0.79 1.12 4.27 0.07 4.36 3.33 2.33

1,700 (valid.) 6.97 8.48 6.67 1.52 3.52 3.14 5.05
Average 3.64 4.19 4.25 1.47 2.63 4.54
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TABLES

Table 4: Borehole 6 model output error with respect to field measurements for calibration and
validation (three time periods and six depths)

%Error Depth (m) Average
BH 6 0.6 1.8 3.7 7.3 9.8 14.6

Time 214 (calib.) 5.87 3.69 2.7 0.18 0.52 1.10 2.34
(hours) 500 (calib.) 12.13 9.94 1.51 0.53 0.46 3.59 4.70

1,700 (valid.) 7.75 10.17 6.02 1.22 3.56 3.50 5.37
Average 8.58 7.94 3.41 0.65 1.52 2.73
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